Location Information in Numera EverThere

Most Recent Location
Picks up a GPS signal every 10
minutes*

Numera Libris mPERS device
provides location information based
on the satellite fix. The location
information is uploaded into the
EverThere cloud platform.
EverThere, consumer portal, is
designed to provide device and
user information to the caregivers.
EverThere is not a location tracking
tool.
A Satellite Fix is Precise

Location In a Case of an Emergency

A satellite fix uses satellite information to detect the subscriber’s loca-

In an emergency event, like in a case of a fall, the device will present

tion and is quite precise. Is denoted by a light blue transparent circle

either a satellite or network fix. In addition to the location information

on the map and can provide a physical address. The Libris needs a clear

provided by the Libris device, the cellular-based 2-way cellular voice is

view of the sky to pick up a satellite fix, so if the Libris is in a building, it

the best way to determine the exact location of the patient.

is possible that a satellite fix cannot always be detected.

A Network Fix Can Cover a Wide Area

How the Location Information is Displayed in EverThere

A network fix uses the closest cellphone tower to determine the

The EverThere service allows the user’s care-team members to view

subscriber’s approximate location. It is denoted by a red circle on the
map, can cover a wide area, and is less precise in providing the exact
location.

Location Data Updates Every 10 Minutes
Under optimal conditions the Libris device picks up the location via
satellite every 10 minutes. After every 12 events all the collected event
data is automatically updated on EverThere, or it can be requested on
demand by pressing “refresh”.
*when Libris device has access to satellite or cellular network.

n Please visit https://support.numera.com/

the event activity list on the EverThere dashboard screen. The most
current location of the Libris device is displayed on the map with
a corresponding address. EverThere user can also see whether the
location is a satellite or network fix. There is also an icon “refresh
location” on the address screen which can be used to get the most
recent location of the Libris device.

